
#19®



Natural veneer: Medium Rift Oak  Paint: Silver 
Seating upholstery: Tria™ 2 Ebony  Frame finish: Aluma



Numerous technologies make #19 a singular innovation with 

nothing added for appearance alone. It delivers unsurpassed 

comfort, performance, sitting health, and a distinctive aesthetic 

perfect for executive offices, conference rooms, and high-intensity 

workstations. It’s designed with 18 integral parts for one equally 

integral human being.
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Ergonomics redefined.
Designed with advanced ergonomic information and technology, #19 is more 
than an incremental improvement in seating. It advances seating technology 
without requiring a lot of individual controls. So however you sit, however you 
move, #19 automatically adjusts to your posture to prevent muscle strain  
and maximize comfort. 

Stratawood: Light Cherry  Storage: Brilliant White  Paint: Silver   
Seating upholstery: Tria 2 Ebony  Frame finish: Aluma



Left: Plexus™ lumbar system increases or 
decreases fabric tension to support your 
back exactly where you need it, and it 
can be adjusted while you are seated.

Right: Smooth, self-balancing Avatar™ recline 
mechanism requires no tension adjustment, 
keeps your spine in proper alignment, 
and maintains your line of sight.
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Laminate and edge: Columbian Walnut  Paint: Silver  
Seating upholstery: Wooly Chaps  Frame finish: Aluma



Part Human.®

#19 begins with you: how you sit, move, work, adjust, and recline. The chair’s 
purpose is your purpose. It moves naturally with you, keeps you supported in 
every position, and makes you comfortable throughout the day so you can stay 
focused on ideas and concentrate on work.
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Extended comfort.
Numerous technologies make #19 a singular  
innovation. The seat and back are designed to  
keep your body at a comfortable temperature, 
enhance air circulation, and distribute pressure 
evenly. So you can work comfortably for  
extended periods.



Top

VenTech™ thermal weave provides flexible
support for every position and regulates 
heat accumulation and loss, so you’re 
not too hot or cool while working. 

Bottom

Tria™ calibrated seat system includes 
a unique combination of gel, channeled-
base foam, and breathable upholstery 
that distributes pressure and improves 
air circulation.
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You activate its potential.
The #19 chair brings together the most advanced 
materials, forms, and technologies to set the standard 
for seating comfort, effortless ergonomics, and distinctive 
aesthetics. 18 integral parts are only the beginning. 
It needs you.

1 Floor-friendly
Multi-Surface Casters

2 Beauty in stability
Aluminum Five-Star Base

3 So quiet, so smooth
Pneumatic Height Adjustment

4 Adjusts to you
Seat Depth Adjustment

5 Just limit and lean
Tilt Limiting Lever

6 Framed for comfort
Avatar Aluminum Chassis

7 Customized sit
Avatar Aluminum Seat Structure

8 A truly moving experience
Avatar Back Pivot Structure

9 Best feature backward
Avatar Vertical Aluminum Back Supports

10 The previously missing link
Avatar Synchronizing Link

11 Support for your support
Seat Contour Panel

12 Three layers of cool
Tria Calibrated Seat System

13 Fashion-forward fabric
Tria Compliant Seat Upholstery

14 An armrest’s best friend
Aluminum Arm Supports

15 Easy arm’s reach
Adjustable Armrests

16 The non-mesh miracle
VenTech Thermal Weave

17 It’s got your back
Plexus Lumbar System

18 Structure without stiffness
Flexible Back Carrier
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#19 has 20% pre-consumer and 48% post-consumer recycled content,
providing excellent support for Leed® credits.
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We believe that we can make a real and lasting difference for our environment by 
designing relevant, durable, high-quality products that are guaranteed for years 
of use and reuse. For details, visit allsteeloffi ce.com/alltogethernow.

 ©2014 Allsteel Inc.
Allsteel, #19 and Part Human are registered
trademarks and Avatar, Plexus, Tria and
VenTech are trademarks. Indoor Advantage
is a trademark of SCS Global Services. 
LEED is a registered trademark of the 
U.S. Green Building Council. level is 
a registered trademark of BIFMA 
International.

Form # A7319.B1 (01/14) Printed in USA

This FSC-certifi ed paper 
contains 10% post-consumer 
recycled content.

Allsteel Inc.
Muscatine, Iowa 52761-5257

allsteeloffi ce.com

Allsteel supports green initiatives in the contract furniture 
industry as a member of the U.S. Green Building Council. 
#19 is an SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold and level® 2 
certified product.

Overall Dimensions H 40"-45" W 26½" D 27"

Seat Dimensions H 173/8"-223/8" W 22¼" D 16¾"-18¼"

Back Dimensions H 25" W 177/8"

Adjustable Arm Dimensions H 8"-12" W 13¼"-185/8" D 123/8"-13"

Lumbar Dimension H 6¼"-10"

Back-to-Seat Angle 91°-113½°

Chassis and base are available in Aluma, Charblack Metallic, Graphite, and Silver.

Learn more about #19
Use your smartphone to scan this EZcode or visit allsteeloffi ce.com.
Go to getscanlife.com to download the app.

#19 Statement of Line

HIGH-BACK WORK/CONFERENCE CHAIR

A19-HW

Armless model also available.




